The B → κκ decays are investigated for the first time in the perturbative QCD formalism based on the kT factorization theorem, where the light scalar κ is assumed as a two-quark state. Our numerical results and phenomenological analyses on the CP-averaged branching ratios and CP-violating asymmetries show that: (a) the B 0 s → κ + κ − and B 0 s → κ 0κ0 decays have large decay rates around O(10 −5 ), which could be examined by the upgraded Large Hadron Collider beauty and/or Belle-II experiments in the near future; (b) a large decay rate about 3 × 10 −6 appears in the pure annihilation B 0 d → κ + κ − channel, which could provide more evidences to help distinguish different QCD-inspired factorization approaches, even understand the annihilation decay mechanism; (c) the pure penguin modes B 0 d → κ 0κ0 and B 0 s → κ 0κ0 would provide a promising ground to search for the possible new physics because of their zero direct and mixing-induced CP violations in the standard model. The examinations with good precision from the future experiments will help to further study the perturbative and/or nonperturbative QCD dynamics involved in these considered decay modes.
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PACS numbers: 13.25.Hw, 12.38.Bx, 14.40.Nd In the conventional quark model, a meson is composed of one quark and one antiquark, i.e., qq, with different coupling of the orbital and spin angular momenta [1] [2] [3] . To date, the structure of the S-wave ground state mesons has almost been determined unambiguously, though the η and η ′ ones may contain the component of gluonium( or pseudoscalar glueball) with different extent [4] [5] [6] . However, the components of the P -wave mesons are not easily determined. In particular, the description of the inner structure for the light scalar states such as a 0 (980), κ or K * 0 (800), σ or f 0 (500), and f 0 (980) is controversial, e.g., qq,, meson-meson bound states, etc., and still not well established currently(for a review, see e.g., Refs. [7] [8] [9] ). When the light scalar f 0 (980) was first observed in the B → f 0 (980)K channel, performed by the Belle [10] and BABAR [11] collaborations in 2002 and 2004, respectively, the investigations on the light scalars in the decay productions of the heavy B mesons were naturally considered as a unique insight to explore their underlying structure. With many channels including light scalars of the heavy B meson decays being opened experimentally [9, 12] , B → SP, SV (Here, P and V denote the pseudoscalar and vector meson, respectively) decays have been studied extensively at the theoretical aspects with different approaches/methods, for instance, see [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . With the great development of the Large Hadron Collider beauty(LHCb) and Belle-II experiments [22] , more and more modes involving one and/or two scalar states in the B meson decays are expected to be measured with good precision in the future.
In this work, we will study the charmless hadronic B → κκ decays (Here, B denotes the nonstrange B + and B 0 d , and strange B 0 s mesons.) for the first time by employing the perturbative QCD(PQCD) approach [23] [24] [25] based on the k T factorization theorem, where the light scalar κ will be considered as a lowest-lyingstate. Theoretically, the most important part of a nonleptonic decay amplitude is the effective calculation of the hadronic matrix element, in which the essential inputs are the wave functions (or light-cone distribution amplitudes) of the initial and final hadron states that describe the nonperturbative QCD dynamics independent on the processes. The PQCD approach, as one of the presently three popular QCD-inspired factorizations (the other two are QCD factorization approach [26, 27] and soft-collinear effective theory [28] , respectively), has the advantages in computing the Feynman amplitudes by conquering the endpoint singularities that exist in the collinear factorization theorem. By keeping the transverse momentum of the valence quark, associated with the Sudakov factors arising from the k T resummation [29, 30] and threshold resummation [31] , the PQCD approach can be well applied to calculate the hadronic matrix element of the nonleptonic B meson decays. Apart from the factorizable emission diagrams, the nonfactorizable emission ones and the annihilation ones can also be perturbatively calculated. Furthermore, even though the origin of the CP violation and the annihilation decay mechanism are currently unknown, the experimental measurements [9, 12] performed by the BABAR, Belle, and LHCb collaborations have confirmed the direct CP-violating asymmetry of the B → Kπ decays [23, 32] and the large decay rates of the pure annihilation B [33, 34] predicted in the PQCD approach. Certainly, the predictions made in the PQCD approach about the branching ratios and CP violations of the B → P P, P V /V P, and V V decays generally agree with the available data within errors.
At the quark level, the considered B → κκ decays are induced by theb →d orb →s transitions, respectively. The weak effective Hamiltonian H eff for the B → κκ decays can be written as [35] , with the Fermi constant G F = 1.16639 × 10 −5 GeV −2 , the light Q = d, s quark, and Wilson coefficients C i (µ) at the renormalization scale µ. The local four-quark operators O i (i = 1, · · · , 10) are written as
• QCD penguin operators
• electroweak penguin operators
with the color indices α, β and the notations (q
The index q ′ in the summation of the above operators runs through u, d, s, c, and b. It is worth mentioning that since we work in the leading order[O(α s )] of the PQCD approach, it is consistent to use the leading order Wilson coefficients. For the renormalization group evolution of the Wilson coefficients from higher scale to lower scale, the formulas as given in Refs. [23, 24] will be adopted directly. In 2013, one of us(X. Liu) with Xiao and Zou ever studied the B → K * 0 (1430)K * 0 (1430) decays in the PQCD approach [36] , where the analytic expressions for the factorization formulas and the decay amplitudes were presented explicitly. Therefore, we just need to replace the K * 0 (1430) state in Ref. [36] with the light κ one to obtain easily the corresponding information of the B → κκ decays in the PQCD approach. Hence, for simplicity, we will not collect the aforementioned formulas in this paper. The interested readers can refer to Ref. [36] for detail.
Then, we can turn to the numerical calculations of the CP-averaged branching ratios and CP-violating asymmetries of the B → κκ decays in the PQCD approach. Before proceeding, some essential comments on the nonperturbative inputs are as follows:
(a) For the heavy B mesons, the wave functions and the distribution amplitudes, and the decay constants are same as those utilized in Ref. [36] , but with the updated lifetimes τ B 0 d = 1.52 ps and τ B 0 s = 1.509 ps, which can be found clearly in the newest Review of Particle Physics [9] .
(b) For the light scalar κ, the decay constants and the Gegenbauer moments in the distribution amplitudes have been derived at the normalization scale µ = 1 GeV in the QCD sum rule method [37] : the scalar decay constantf κ = 0.34 ± 0.02 GeV, the vector decay constant f κ =f κ /µ with µ = m κ /(m s − m q ) (m κ , m s , and m q stand for the masses of the light scalar κ, the strange quark s, and the nonstrange light quark u and d, respectively.), and the Gegenbauer moments B 1 = −0.92 ± 0.11 and B 3 = 0.15 ± 0.09. Here, the running current quark masses m s = 0.12 GeV and m q = 0.005 GeV at µ = 1 GeV, which are translated from those in a MS scale µ ≈ 2 GeV [9] , are adopted in the calculations. Note that the isospin symmetry is assumed in this work. For the light scalar κ mass m κ , we adopt the value m κ = 0.8 GeV for rough estimations, because this scalar κ has been assumed as the lowest-lyingstate 1 .
(c) For the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa(CKM) matrix elements, we also adopt the Wolfenstein parametrization at leading order, but with the updated parameters A = 0.836, λ = 0.22453,ρ = 0.122
−0.017 , andη = 0.355
−0.011 [9] . Now, we present the numerical results of the B → κκ decays in the PQCD formalism. Firstly, the PQCD predictions of the CP-averaged branching ratios can be read as follows:
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From the Eqs. (5)- (9), one can find the following points:
(a) The considered B → κκ decays have evidently different CP-averaged branching ratios in the PQCD approach, namely, varying from 10 −7 to 10 −5 . Frankly speaking, these numerical results suffer from large theoretical errors mainly induced by the nonperturbative inputs, such as the shape parameter ω B in the B meson distribution amplitude, the scalar decay constantf κ , especially the Gegenbauer moments B i (i = 1, 3) in the leading twist light-cone distribution amplitude of κ. The uncertainties of the above mentioned parameters need to be constrained by the future precise measurements and/or Lattice QCD or QCD sum rule calculations. 0κ0 decay between the contributions induced by the emission and the annihilation topologies, which, as a matter of fact, can be found clearly from the numerical results for the factorization decay amplitudes presented in Table I . s → κ 0κ0 modes indicate a very small contamination induced by the tree annihilation diagrams associated with a CKM-suppressed factor V us ∼ λ in theb →s transition. Meanwhile, relative to V td ∼ Aλ 3 (1 − ρ − i η) in theb →d transition, the CKM-enhanced factor V ts ∼ Aλ 2 involved in these two decays finally resulted in the highly large and close branching ratios around O(10 −5 ).
1 Moreover, as inferred from the newest Review of Particle Physics [9] , this state is also with a finite but indefinite width, whose effect, in principle, has to be included to make relevant predictions more precise. Generally speaking, the width effect could result in the enhancement/reduction of the numerical results with different extent [38] . However, up to now, to our best knowledge, the essential S-wave Kπ distribution amplitudes for resonance κ state with the constrained parameters, e.g., Gegenbauer moments, are absent. Therefore, the width effect will be left for future investigations elsewhere.
(e) As mentioned above, because of the enhanced factor r CKM = |V ts /V td | 2 ∼ 23.6 [9] , the pure penguin modes B , respectively, where the errors have been added in quadrature. In light of the large theoretical errors, a precise ratio of these two branching ratios would be more interested,
Similarly, another two interesting ratios R +− s/d (κκ) and R 00/+− s (κκ) could be easily obtained,
It is clearly found that the uncertainties in the above ratios R (f) In order to understand the contributions arising from different topologies better, the numerical values for the factorization decay amplitudes are presented explicitly in Table I . One can find the large nonfactorizable emission contributions and the much larger annihilation contributions in the considered B → κκ decays, especially in the two B 0 s modes. The underlying reason is that the antisymmetric QCD behavior from the only odd terms in the twist-2 distribution amplitude of the light scalar κ [37] ,
where f κ (µ) andf κ (µ), B m (µ), and C 3/2 m (t) are the vector and scalar decay constants, Gegenbauer moments, and Gegenbauer polynomials, respectively, make the previously destructive interferences become the presently constructive ones between the valence-quark-radiative and valence-antiquark-radiative diagrams in the nonfactorizable emission and annihilation topologies, as already illustrated in Fig. 1 . It is worth mentioning that, as can be seen in Table I , the annihilation diagrams play a dominant role on both of the CP-averaged decay rates and the CP violations of the considered B → κκ decays in this work. 
based on the assumption of isospin symmetry in the strong interactions. Therefore, we could obtain a branching ratio BR(B
+5.69 −3.82 ×10 −6 . We hope this large value above 10 −6 could be measured by the LHCb and/or Belle-II experiments when the events with high statistics are collected. Certainly, more information of the intermediate state κ demand the studies on the four-body B 0 s → K + K − π + π − decay armed with the S-wave Kπ distribution amplitudes with well constrained nonperturbative parameters for κ from Lattice QCD and/or experimental measurements. Unfortunately, they are absent currently to our best knowledge theoretically and experimentally. Therefore, this issue has to be left for future studies elsewhere.
Then, we will discuss the CP-violating asymmetries of the B → κκ decays in the PQCD approach. The direct and the mixing-induced CP asymmetries A dir and A mix are collected as
2 It is worth pointing out that, due to the nonzero ratio (∆Γ/Γ) B 0 s for the B 0 s −B 0 s mixing as expected in the standard model, the third CP asymmetry A ∆Γs will appear in the B 0 s → κκ decays [36] . Here, the quantity ∆Γ is the decay width difference of the Bs meson mass eigenstates [41, 42] . Moreover, the three quantities describing the CP violations in the Bs meson decays satisfy the relation: |A dir | 2 + |A mix | 2 + |A ∆Γs | 2 = 1. and
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in which the definitions of the direct CP violation A dir , the mixing-induced one A mix , even the third one A ∆Γs arising from the nonnegligible (∆Γ/Γ) B 0 s term are same as those in Ref. [36] . From these numerical results of the CP violations of the B → κκ decays in the PQCD approach, some comments are in order:
• Generally speaking, these PQCD predictions are not sensitive to the variation of the scalar decay constantf κ as shown in the above Equations. This can be deduced from the tiny vector decay constant f κ in the leading twist light-cone distribution amplitude of the scalar κ meson(See Eq. (13) for detail). Furthermore, both of the twist-3 light-cone distribution amplitudes of κ are proportional to the scalar decay constantf κ because of adopting the asymptotic forms for simplicity [36] . Based on the definitions, the CP asymmetry is the ratio of the differences of the related branching ratios between B → κκ andB →κκ modes to their corresponding summations, then the scalar decay constantf κ will be cancelled naturally.
• A large direct CP violation for the B + → κ +κ0 mode can be observed, −87.1 +26.5 −11.8 %, which indicates that the involved penguin contributions are sizable, within large theoretical errors. While, due to the small branching ratio predicted in the PQCD approach, it might not be easily measured in the near future.
• Both of the B , where the errors have been added in quadrature too. The confirmations from the future measurements on these two modes would provide the evidences not only to support the assumption of the two-quark structure of the light scalar κ in the present work, but also to help distinguish different factorization approaches on clarifying the origin of the strong phase in the heavy meson decays [43, 44] .
• It is interesting to note that the direct and mixing-induced CP violations are naturally zero in both of the pure penguin B 0 d → κ 0κ0 and B 0 s → κ 0κ0 decays due to lack of the interferences from the tree contributions in the standard model. Of course, these two channels, especially the latter one with a large branching ratio as 1.55
+1.28
−0.86 × 10 −5 , could provide a promising platform to test the possible new physics beyond the standard model. In summary, we have studied the CP-averaged branching ratios and the CP-violating asymmetries of the B → κκ decays in the PQCD approach based on the k T factorization theorem. The underlying structure of the light scalars are not determined unambiguously yet. Therefore, the light scalar κ was assumed as a lowest-lyingmeson in the present work. It is expected that the productions of the light scalars in the heavy B meson decays could provide many useful information at another different aspect. The predictions in the PQCD approach showed that: (1) The large decay rates above 10 −6 could be found in the B decays would provide a promising platform to search for the possible new physics beyond the standard model once the nonzero CP violations could be detected evidently in these two modes; (4) The QCD dynamics of the light scalar κ is different from that of the S-wave pseudoscalar K and vector K * (892) mesons, which turned the previously destructive effects into the presently constructive ones in the nonfactorizable emission and annihilation diagrams, consequently led to the large branching ratios.
